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Samsung Galaxy Note, one of the most demanded phones of the recent times in the series in of
Galaxy. Galaxy note is not only a phone but is a tablet offered with brilliant features. It is the phone
ensuring high end performance in all kinds. Available with dual core processor of 1.4 GHz and 1 GB
Ram, it is more of tab providing smooth operation on Android 2.3 Gingerbread platform. The wide
super AMOLED and much sensitive touch screen is the highlight of the phone, which offers a
resolution of 1280 x 800 pixels. Samsung mobile price has been the USP for the mobile range
offered by Samsung.

Galaxy Note is a light weight smartphone, which can be seen as a larger version of Samsung S 2.
The Samsung logo and a home screen button are there on the front side with a large screen. The
smart and advanced features of this phone make it work smoothly on the Google android's 2.3
Gingerbread operating System. Another highlight of the phone is the internal memory of 16 GB and
32 GB. Apart from this, an external memory card (microSD) slot is also there that can be extended
upto 32 GB. It is featured with 8 Mega Pixel rear side camera with uncountable options i.e, Self
Portrait, Scene, Focus, Effects, Exposure mode, Self Timer, ISO, White Balance, Metering, Anti
shake, Blink detection and Auto contrast. It can be seen as a phone that can be even used for
professional photography. Also available with a front camera with 2 MP, it ensures video chatting in
3G network.

Known as high model of Samsung Galaxy S II, Galaxy Note is counted among the best
smartphones ever launched by Samsung. Apart from the other features, it is compatible with some
other applications that can not be accessed in other phones. One of the most stunning features of
this phone is the TouchWiz layer. Else than this, to maintain the sensitivity of the high resolution
screen, a pen is available for usage. This pen allows its usage more user-friendly and smooth.
Editing an image is another feature of the phone, which can be easily operated with the use of this
S-pen. Apart from all the key features, social networking sites are always available in Samsung
social media aggregator. Samsung galaxy note price is highly encouraging for the nominal purchase
of this stunner added to the Samsung galaxy series.
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